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Swing Trading with the 4-hour chartPart 2: Trade the Fake!In the second part of the series
"Swing Trading using the 4-hour chart" the HeikinAshi Trader speaks about the phenomenon of
stop fishing and Fakeouts as well as the many deceptions that major players and algorithms
stage in today's financial markets. These often seem more the rule than the exception. But these
circumstances are what a clever swing trader can exploit by turning the tables.Instead of falling
for the many tricks of the Smart Money, he can learn how to identify their tracks in the chart.
From this, he can develop a highly profitable swing trading strategy that focuses exclusively on
the detection of so-called "fakes".Often, it turns out that the deception of the major players
represents just the start of a significant movement. To trade this is mostly high rewarding. With
reference to several examples in different markets and technical chart situations the author
follows the traces of the Smart Money. With practice, every trader can locate these tricks on a
chart and identify the underlying intentions. Such a strategy would correspond more to the reality
of today's markets, instead of trying to beat the market with outdated methods.Table of
Contents1. A feint at its finest!2. How to identify fakes?3. How do I trade Fakes?4. Fakes at
technical chart patternsA. flagsB. trianglesC. Trend Channels5. Trading cross rates6. More
complex patternsGlossaryMore Books by Heikin Ashi TraderAbout the author
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markets have become more efficient in the computer age. They are so efficient that they can
afford all kinds of razzle-dazzle (feints) that put private traders permanently to the test. Technical
analysis is no longer working, some argue. Algorithms and black boxes have so shaken up the
game that reasonable setups can no longer be found, let alone that one could trade them.These
complaints are not new, and the question of whether the markets were easier to trade before the
computer age, can be answered by only those who were there then and still trade today. These
are not very many. The question should therefore be: can I look at the markets so that I can use
the feints, the Stop Fishing, the games, and the algorithms of the Big Money to my advantage?
The answer is a resounding yes! With practice, you can find these tricks on a chart and identify
the underlying intentions. You can even develop an extremely profitable trading strategy that is
based exclusively on the detection of the so-called "fakeouts". Such a strategy would
correspond to the realities of today's markets, instead of trying "to beat the market" with
outdated methods.Similarly, to swarm intelligence, all players in the financial markets have
learned new lessons. However, although the complexity has unquestionably increased, yet the
same patterns can be observed repeatedly. Although these are based on the usual rules of
technical analysis, they lead them partly to absurdity, not to say, they play a little game with her
and her expectations.The feint has become the rule, which many traders who have eagerly
incorporated technical analysis drives astray. With a slight exaggeration, one could say for
today’s markets: First the feint comes and then the actual movement. Those who recognize this



as a small fish can go swimming with the sharks. Then, trading becomes again a real pleasure,
what it should be in my opinion, no matter what some may say about the necessary boredom as
good trading.Who makes the observation of deception or fakeout be the first principle of his
trading philosophy, observes at the same time the intentions of the major players. These ones
ultimately lead the baton in the orchestra. To follow them has never been wrong.One could say,
"At their fakes, ye shall know them!" It is the big players that are able to break supports or
resistances that have been built up over several days and to fish all waiting stop orders there and
then to merrily drive the market back. Less capitalized individuals cannot do this. A picture is
worth as much as a thousand words:Figure 1: Crude Oil Future, 4-hour chartThis example in the
crude oil futures illustrates the above statement quite well. We see that the Crude Oil future
found a support at US $ 44.20 on the 13th Of January 2015 (horizontal line in the chart). This
support lasted about 2 weeks, and has been tested several times (8 times).On January 29th, the
market broke through this support (arrow) and the oil futures sank temporarily to US $ 43.57.
This downward breakout would have triggered a short signal to the classical technical analysis,
and I am convinced that many traders have actually traded this signal.Maybe they got a beep
from their platforms that "the market" had fallen below US $ 44.20. On the other hand, they had
placed a sell-stop order below US$ 44.20. Such a decision is, according to the classical doctrine
not illogical. After all, the futures had tested this important support in the weeks before a total of
eight times.In other words, all market players observed this support level and probably had - as I
did - marked it with a horizontal line on their charts. The classic question was therefore: will the
support hold, or will the oil price continue to fall?However, it is exactly this classic question that is
driving the untrained technical analysts astray. The smart money obviously, is well aware that the
small players ask themselves this question. As the eruption on 29th January happened, the
decision seemed like Short! Now, we see on the chart that this decision was wrong. The Future
lingered a few hours under the US $ 44.20 level and soon returned. The closing price of the
breakout candle was above the US $ 44.20 level. The alleged short signal was thus a deception
because the closing price on a 4-hour basis should at least have been below the support.The
“bears" (the seller or short sellers) temporarily succeeded to squeeze the price under the
support, but, the "bulls" (the buyers) had slammed immediately and had seized the opportunity
to once again get into the market at low prices.There were obviously more buyers than sellers,
the price soared upwards again. This is visualized by the long shadow of the candles on the
Heikin Ashi chart. Adepts of the candlestick representation will identify this pattern as a
"hammer", which is generally interpreted as a bullish pattern.Mostly though, you are more likely
to find the term "Pin Bar". This is an abbreviation of "Pinocchio’s Bar". In other words, the long
narrow shadow of the candle symbolizes Pinocchio’s nose, which means that here, a lie is
told.The downside breakout thus stood as a failure occurrence or deception. I will continue to
speak in the course of this book for simplicity of "fakeout", the term used for this phenomenon by
many traders.Only large, heavily capitalized traders are able to break through such strong
support, generally. One thing is clear: since all market players observe the support level for



weeks, many bargain hunters are willing to buy the market as soon as the price comes closer to
the support level.Moreover, nowadays it is almost a rule that the big players like to play a little
game with the kids by all pretending that from now (after the breakout downwards), a new phase
has occurred, namely that the market will continue to fall. The bargain hunters who naturally
hedged their long positions with a stop-loss order slightly below the support will be stopped out
by the sudden fall of the price.Swing trading Using the 4-Hour ChartPart 2: Trade the Fake!
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Financial markets have become more efficient in the computer age. They are so efficient that
they can afford all kinds of razzle-dazzle (feints) that put private traders permanently to the test.
Technical analysis is no longer working, some argue. Algorithms and black boxes have so
shaken up the game that reasonable setups can no longer be found, let alone that one could
trade them.These complaints are not new, and the question of whether the markets were easier
to trade before the computer age, can be answered by only those who were there then and still
trade today. These are not very many. The question should therefore be: can I look at the
markets so that I can use the feints, the Stop Fishing, the games, and the algorithms of the Big
Money to my advantage?The answer is a resounding yes! With practice, you can find these
tricks on a chart and identify the underlying intentions. You can even develop an extremely
profitable trading strategy that is based exclusively on the detection of the so-called "fakeouts".
Such a strategy would correspond to the realities of today's markets, instead of trying "to beat
the market" with outdated methods.Similarly, to swarm intelligence, all players in the financial
markets have learned new lessons. However, although the complexity has unquestionably
increased, yet the same patterns can be observed repeatedly. Although these are based on the
usual rules of technical analysis, they lead them partly to absurdity, not to say, they play a little
game with her and her expectations.The feint has become the rule, which many traders who
have eagerly incorporated technical analysis drives astray. With a slight exaggeration, one could
say for today’s markets: First the feint comes and then the actual movement. Those who
recognize this as a small fish can go swimming with the sharks. Then, trading becomes again a
real pleasure, what it should be in my opinion, no matter what some may say about the
necessary boredom as good trading.Who makes the observation of deception or fakeout be the
first principle of his trading philosophy, observes at the same time the intentions of the major
players. These ones ultimately lead the baton in the orchestra. To follow them has never been
wrong.One could say, "At their fakes, ye shall know them!" It is the big players that are able to
break supports or resistances that have been built up over several days and to fish all waiting
stop orders there and then to merrily drive the market back. Less capitalized individuals cannot
do this. A picture is worth as much as a thousand words:Figure 1: Crude Oil Future, 4-hour
chartThis example in the crude oil futures illustrates the above statement quite well. We see that
the Crude Oil future found a support at US $ 44.20 on the 13th Of January 2015 (horizontal line
in the chart). This support lasted about 2 weeks, and has been tested several times (8 times).On
January 29th, the market broke through this support (arrow) and the oil futures sank temporarily
to US $ 43.57. This downward breakout would have triggered a short signal to the classical
technical analysis, and I am convinced that many traders have actually traded this signal.Maybe
they got a beep from their platforms that "the market" had fallen below US $ 44.20. On the other
hand, they had placed a sell-stop order below US$ 44.20. Such a decision is, according to the
classical doctrine not illogical. After all, the futures had tested this important support in the



weeks before a total of eight times.In other words, all market players observed this support level
and probably had - as I did - marked it with a horizontal line on their charts. The classic question
was therefore: will the support hold, or will the oil price continue to fall?However, it is exactly this
classic question that is driving the untrained technical analysts astray. The smart money
obviously, is well aware that the small players ask themselves this question. As the eruption on
29th January happened, the decision seemed like Short! Now, we see on the chart that this
decision was wrong. The Future lingered a few hours under the US $ 44.20 level and soon
returned. The closing price of the breakout candle was above the US $ 44.20 level. The alleged
short signal was thus a deception because the closing price on a 4-hour basis should at least
have been below the support.The “bears" (the seller or short sellers) temporarily succeeded to
squeeze the price under the support, but, the "bulls" (the buyers) had slammed immediately and
had seized the opportunity to once again get into the market at low prices.There were obviously
more buyers than sellers, the price soared upwards again. This is visualized by the long shadow
of the candles on the Heikin Ashi chart. Adepts of the candlestick representation will identify this
pattern as a "hammer", which is generally interpreted as a bullish pattern.Mostly though, you are
more likely to find the term "Pin Bar". This is an abbreviation of "Pinocchio’s Bar". In other words,
the long narrow shadow of the candle symbolizes Pinocchio’s nose, which means that here, a lie
is told.The downside breakout thus stood as a failure occurrence or deception. I will continue to
speak in the course of this book for simplicity of "fakeout", the term used for this phenomenon by
many traders.Only large, heavily capitalized traders are able to break through such strong
support, generally. One thing is clear: since all market players observe the support level for
weeks, many bargain hunters are willing to buy the market as soon as the price comes closer to
the support level.Moreover, nowadays it is almost a rule that the big players like to play a little
game with the kids by all pretending that from now (after the breakout downwards), a new phase
has occurred, namely that the market will continue to fall. The bargain hunters who naturally
hedged their long positions with a stop-loss order slightly below the support will be stopped out
by the sudden fall of the price.A feint at its finest!Financial markets have become more efficient
in the computer age. They are so efficient that they can afford all kinds of razzle-dazzle (feints)
that put private traders permanently to the test. Technical analysis is no longer working, some
argue. Algorithms and black boxes have so shaken up the game that reasonable setups can no
longer be found, let alone that one could trade them.These complaints are not new, and the
question of whether the markets were easier to trade before the computer age, can be answered
by only those who were there then and still trade today. These are not very many. The question
should therefore be: can I look at the markets so that I can use the feints, the Stop Fishing, the
games, and the algorithms of the Big Money to my advantage?The answer is a resounding yes!
With practice, you can find these tricks on a chart and identify the underlying intentions. You can
even develop an extremely profitable trading strategy that is based exclusively on the detection
of the so-called "fakeouts". Such a strategy would correspond to the realities of today's markets,
instead of trying "to beat the market" with outdated methods.Similarly, to swarm intelligence, all



players in the financial markets have learned new lessons. However, although the complexity
has unquestionably increased, yet the same patterns can be observed repeatedly. Although
these are based on the usual rules of technical analysis, they lead them partly to absurdity, not
to say, they play a little game with her and her expectations.The feint has become the rule, which
many traders who have eagerly incorporated technical analysis drives astray. With a slight
exaggeration, one could say for today’s markets: First the feint comes and then the actual
movement. Those who recognize this as a small fish can go swimming with the sharks. Then,
trading becomes again a real pleasure, what it should be in my opinion, no matter what some
may say about the necessary boredom as good trading.Who makes the observation of
deception or fakeout be the first principle of his trading philosophy, observes at the same time
the intentions of the major players. These ones ultimately lead the baton in the orchestra. To
follow them has never been wrong.One could say, "At their fakes, ye shall know them!" It is the
big players that are able to break supports or resistances that have been built up over several
days and to fish all waiting stop orders there and then to merrily drive the market back. Less
capitalized individuals cannot do this. A picture is worth as much as a thousand words:Figure 1:
Crude Oil Future, 4-hour chartThis example in the crude oil futures illustrates the above
statement quite well. We see that the Crude Oil future found a support at US $ 44.20 on the 13th
Of January 2015 (horizontal line in the chart). This support lasted about 2 weeks, and has been
tested several times (8 times).On January 29th, the market broke through this support (arrow)
and the oil futures sank temporarily to US $ 43.57. This downward breakout would have
triggered a short signal to the classical technical analysis, and I am convinced that many traders
have actually traded this signal.Maybe they got a beep from their platforms that "the market" had
fallen below US $ 44.20. On the other hand, they had placed a sell-stop order below US$ 44.20.
Such a decision is, according to the classical doctrine not illogical. After all, the futures had
tested this important support in the weeks before a total of eight times.In other words, all market
players observed this support level and probably had - as I did - marked it with a horizontal line
on their charts. The classic question was therefore: will the support hold, or will the oil price
continue to fall?However, it is exactly this classic question that is driving the untrained technical
analysts astray. The smart money obviously, is well aware that the small players ask themselves
this question. As the eruption on 29th January happened, the decision seemed like Short! Now,
we see on the chart that this decision was wrong. The Future lingered a few hours under the US
$ 44.20 level and soon returned. The closing price of the breakout candle was above the US $
44.20 level. The alleged short signal was thus a deception because the closing price on a 4-hour
basis should at least have been below the support.The “bears" (the seller or short sellers)
temporarily succeeded to squeeze the price under the support, but, the "bulls" (the buyers) had
slammed immediately and had seized the opportunity to once again get into the market at low
prices.There were obviously more buyers than sellers, the price soared upwards again. This is
visualized by the long shadow of the candles on the Heikin Ashi chart. Adepts of the candlestick
representation will identify this pattern as a "hammer", which is generally interpreted as a bullish



pattern.Mostly though, you are more likely to find the term "Pin Bar". This is an abbreviation of
"Pinocchio’s Bar". In other words, the long narrow shadow of the candle symbolizes Pinocchio’s
nose, which means that here, a lie is told.The downside breakout thus stood as a failure
occurrence or deception. I will continue to speak in the course of this book for simplicity of
"fakeout", the term used for this phenomenon by many traders.Only large, heavily capitalized
traders are able to break through such strong support, generally. One thing is clear: since all
market players observe the support level for weeks, many bargain hunters are willing to buy the
market as soon as the price comes closer to the support level.Moreover, nowadays it is almost a
rule that the big players like to play a little game with the kids by all pretending that from now
(after the breakout downwards), a new phase has occurred, namely that the market will continue
to fall. The bargain hunters who naturally hedged their long positions with a stop-loss order
slightly below the support will be stopped out by the sudden fall of the price.
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